
Open case and remove the fabric wrap from
the case tray and place to the side.

Slide finished blotter out of the first slot
and place to the side.

Once display is built, place the lid on the case 
with the handle (mini case) or the extended
side of the larger case to the front of your space.
Close and latch case lid.

Pull top of fabric back up and over the top of 
the lid and secure velcro tabs to the case lid. 
Be sure the zipper of the wrap is over the 
case door, which is considered the backside. 

Pull the fabric down and under the bottom 
of the case for a snug fit. Place finished blotter 
on top of the case lid to finish your podium look.

Case to Counter Conversion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Slide blotter out.

*Read Case Wrap
Tag Instructions*

White Velcro tab indicates front of lid

Door indicates back
of case

Front Side of Counter
w/ case wrap

Finishing blotter on top

Next carefully stretch fabric wrap over and 
around case. (See tag on wrap or to your right for 

further details) Pull the top of the wrap far 
enough down so the top of the case is exposed. 
Be careful not to snag it on any sharp edges 
or hook Velcro.

6.

White Velcro on case lid will
indicate the front of the lid.

To install, match the White Velcro 
tab on the lid with the White 
Velcro tab on the case wrap.

If your case has a door, be sure
the door is positioned on the 

backside of your case.  Align door 
with the case wrap zipper.

For further instructions, review the
provided case to counter set-up sheet 

in your case.

Fire retardent certificate
available upon request.

Machine wash on cold
gentle cycle with non

bleach deteregent.
Air dry only 


